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I have been trying to get through the details prior to letting the next drawing set out-

Pixel board and feedthrough-
Things have gotten crowded in the corner of the TPC. As I put the thickness of the resistive sheet 
(.004” plus glue plus metal) along with the thickness of the reflective coating on the ArcLight
(.004” plus glue) as well as some other clearance issues, things were getting too tight. I am 
moving the ArcLight in a little and the resistive cage out a little. I talked to Armin Karcher at LBNL 
who is doing the Pixel board routing. He let me move the holes and slots for the LCM modules 
inward by .3mm. While doing this, we talked about the Pixel board connector. The pins are not 
long enough and Armin did not find one with longer pins. He did find a surface mount version, 
which I uploaded and put in the CAD, but I want to mention that it could be more susceptible to 
pad shear on cooldown. Perhaps this could be tested, or others may have comments- The same 
connector (short pins) is on the feedthrough but that does not get cold (but still has the solder 
wicking issue if we go with pins) Perhaps the surface mount there also? Then we need to assure 
that the locating pins on the ends of the surface mount connector seal up. See the next slides 
for a view of this-



Possible surface mount connector
(need to verify pad shear)



SHF 117-01-L-D-SM-LC

Need to verify that it will not shear the 
pads on cooldown

To the left is the 
connector with 
short pins 



ArcLight Modules-

I put skins on the PVT panel
As mentioned above, this, along with skin thicknesses on the field cage required the modules to be pushed 
inward by .3mm

Inner support near cathode made wider so the module won’t be stressed

I recently realized that the SiPM optical center is shifted on the package. I am currently tuning the windows to 
coincide with the cold SiPM locations. 

LCM Modules-
Added some plastic washers to the mounting screws (between the FR-4 and the polycarbonate)
The holes below the washers were opened up to 3.6mm dia to permit shrinkage about the center pin.
This larger hole should be on the SiPM board as well as the gasket which I believe is also FR-4.

Note- in this location I use a stepped washer on the ArcLight so that screws can be tight and still slip 
(which I highly recommend)

For all SiPM PC boards, the connection to the Pixel board is now a pressed in stud. The spacers for both systems 
are .210” thick and threaded to stiffen the studs. They are now .378” dia (a little smaller) and are probably 
polycarbonate

I notice that the holes in the gasket are the nominal size of the SiPM package (but the package has a +/-
tolerance of .1mm so this should probably get more clearance)

I noticed that the optic center of the SiPM package is off to one side – also the slot is off to one side in the 
polycarbonate – To compensate for thermal contraction, I would suggest to move the SiPM’s .21mm each 
closer to the center of the board (to be centered when cold) 



Many of the screws in the system are metric.
The screw attaching the Pixel board to the anode 
support plate is a 6-32 UNC however. I was 
considering changing this to metric (M4), but after 
doing a blind tap test in polycarbonate, I confirmed 
that the larger thread form of this UNC fastener is 
more robust in a polymer.





The pixels were drawn in to show the interface with the other components



This is the intersection of four Pixel planes
(the pitch is maintained from module to module)



Views showing first row of pixels



There was recent interest in a large dewar to cyro
check some large parts. Bob and I built a quick 
dewar (stainless liner, blue DOW Styrofoam 
insulation and a fiberglass outer cover) Bob just 
scaled this technique up for a test for Marty 
Breidenbach (shown here). If we want a large 
dewar like this for testing, Bob believes he can 
make one in 2 or 3 days. 



I started to do some tests for manufacturing.
Drilling from the front with the thin 
polyimide seems ok. If unsupported, the drills 
leave a burr on the other side which may be 
removed. We will test each of the 
configurations soon-





Things to do-

Check surface mount Pixel board connector to see if feet shear off board when cooled and pick 
connector for feedthrough (both sides)

Electric field in the corner- I am not sure if we resolved the electric field in the corner. At one 
point we talked about making a “curtain” to direct the field, but then I think it was dropped 
when we said that the SiPM board actually is slightly to the side of the pixel array- comments?

Cable organization- Make a of pattern on the back plane for clips to hold cables in place (could 
be just some tapped holes for plastic screws)

Add threaded inserts to the anode support plate for the assembly tooling / fixture (the 1/8” 
FR-4 sheet will flex if we do not hold it with a frame). Once it is connected to the box, it 
becomes much more stiff. So far, most of the inserts are too tall – looking for a lower profile part

Finish ArcLight window locations 

More feedthroughs on top



Backup slides











PEEK screws for the cathode-




